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Analysis of the Respondent’s Disclosure (August 2009) 

(August 18, 2009) (Volume 3, W-3): 
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Please consider the paragraphs from the above e-mail and Counsels’ response to the 
Application: 

Paragraph 2: 

 

 

Counsel’s Response to the Application (HRTO 2010-07633-I), paragraph 29:

 

 

Counsel’s Response to the Application (HRTO 2010-07633-I), paragraph 46:
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Counsel’s Response to the Application (HRTO 2010-07633-I), paragraph 47:

 

 

Counsel’s Response to the Application (HRTO 2010-07633-I), paragraph 53:

 

 

Paragraph 4: 

 

How could a comment that my employment was in jeopardy be interpreted as well intentioned? How could 
a comment that he (Sgt. Flindall) was pissed off with me be viewed as well intentioned? How could a 
comment that he (Sgt. Flindall) had never had such an incompetent recruit (me) be regarded as well 
intentioned? How could denying me developmental opportunities be viewed of being in my best interest? 
How could an order forbidding me to work overtime and to cover for officers on other shifts be considered 
as well intentioned? How could falsely charging me under the HTA be an act of kindness? 

 

Counsel’s Response to the Application (HRTO 2010-07633-I), paragraph 31:

 

The Respondent is absolutely right in the use of the word ‘poisoned’. However, another appropriate word 
to describe my work environment is toxic! 

I do disagree with S/Sgt. Campbell’s thoughts that Sgt. Flindall lost the focus he was there to assist and 
correct me as he never focused on assisting and correcting me in the first place, i.e. total absence of 
performance evaluation meetings, total absence of positive documentations, denial of developmental 
opportunities, etc. Initially, he totally neglected me. Then after I had voiced my concerns he launched an 
annihilation campaign against me. 
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Paragraph 5: 

 

Please note that S/Sgt. Campbell acknowledged that I was being subjected to unreasonable demands. 
However, nothing was done to rectify it and if the Respondent wishes to take the position that something 
was done by way of S/Sgt. Campbell issuing two or even three negative 233-10s to Sgt. Flindall, then I 
assert that the punishment obviously did not fit the crime for it continued.  

 

Paragraph 8: 

 

I wonder if Sgt. Flindall and Sgt. Banbury had not been relatives and close friends or even if they had been, 
but worked in different detachments what would have happened. It certainly would have made it a little 
more difficult for Sgt. Flindall to conduct his surveillance on me. Regardless of that my work environment 
had been further poisoned after an e-mail exchange between S/Sgt. Campbell and Sgt. Flindall on 
September 23, 2008.  

 

Counsel’s Response to the Application (HRTO 2010-07633-I), paragraph 29:

 

 

Counsel’s Response to the Application (HRTO 2010-07633-I), paragraph 30: 

 

So I was moved from being under the intermittent surveillance by Sgt. Flindall and Sgt. Banbury (relatives 
and good friends) to being under the constant surveillance by Sgt. Flindall’s neighbor, PC Nie. That was 
“helpful”! 
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(August 21, 2009) (Volume 3, V-20): 
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Please note the following excerpts: 

• 'I also added my thoughts on the NCO Flindall loosing objectivity with him. He (Sgt. Flindall) has 
his shift and Sgt. Banbury's shift all watching this officer and reporting any screw ups’ 

• ‘Couple this with statements from Sgt. Flindall he admits making but not in the context that Cst. 
Jack has reported’ 

o his job is in jeopardy 
o he will be documenting his every move and he will be getting paper on issues that have 

been discussed 
• ‘I think it is stress related from the scrutiny he (me) is under’ 
• ‘You and I discussed we felt he (me) was being targeted’ 
• ‘Long and short Sgt. Flindall was advised that supervision is an issue here’ 
• ‘Both he (me) and Mitch brought up that everything has been thrown at him (me) at once without 

prior issues reported on his PCS 066’ 
• ‘Cst. Jack will be given an independent assessment by Rich Nie to avoid a possible HR complaint’ 
• ‘Interestingly Cst. Jack brought up in the meeting he felt he had been left on his own to investigate 

matters in which he had no experience’ 
• ‘He (me) also brought up but refused to name officers on his shift for inappropriate remarks and 

berating him in front of the shift as well’ 
• ‘In other words work place harassment and discrimination policy...I assume it is in relation to his 

ethnic group’ 
• ‘So I asked Rob (Sgt. Flindall) where is the coach officer who should be guiding this and where is 

the vetting of the briefs by him!!!’ 

This e-mail contained in the Respondent’s disclosure to the Applicant, as per the January 16th, 2012 
deadline was actually in the possession of Counsel for the Respondent prior to responding to the 
application. Of consequential importance is: 

- Counsel had specifically requested for an extension of the statutory 30 days provided for a 
response.  
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- Counsel requested this extension so as to have enough time to review the volumes of material given 
to by the OPP.  

- Counsel had to review the volumes of material provided by the OPP in order to provide the 
response to the Application. 

- Yet Counsel for the Respondent deliberately manipulated the truth by responding with a series of 
denials to the allegations contained in the Application so as to lead the Tribunal in believing the 
Application was questionable.  

The following excerpts from the Counsel’s response illustrate this final point: 

Counsel’s Response to the Application (HRTO 2010-07633-I):
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To add further insult to this Judicial Process Counsel for the Respondent violated her very oath she made to 
the Law Society of Upper Canada, an oath to be truthful while maintaining impartiality in her 
representations so as not to bring the administration of the Society into disrepute. Counsel for the 
Respondent very conscientiously declared in section 21 of her response that she was telling the truth: 

 

 

 

Counsel for the Respondent then signed this section and in doing so placed her credibility at stake.  

The Tribunal should clearly see how the Ontario Provincial Police violated my fundamental rights as a 
Canadian Citizen, one deserving the protection under the Ontario Human Rights Code and had the audacity 
to deny doing so in the formal response to my application before this Tribunal. 
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A “clean slate” and a “fresh start with a new set of eyes” hypocrisy: 

(August 24, 2009) (Volume 2, L-12):

 

Please note the following excerpts: 

• ‘do we have a structure of incidents laid out from Filman and Flindall so we are not starting 
fresh?’ 

• ‘Rich is a good officer, but he has been in this coaching roll way too long. He needs a few years of 
no recruits to get that front line grove back (my opinion).’ 

• ‘I do not want him to burn out if Mike requires extra documentation and process’. 
• ‘I am sensing the negative side of him of late’. 
• ‘D platoon is the laughing stock of this office because of these developments.’ 
• ‘Our shift is not happy,…’ 
• ‘Another note, from experience – problem officers or the rising stars define which coaches are 

successful in terminating probationarys or making positive recommendations. Everyone wants the 
good one, but very few are equipped to document and terminate employment if they don’t meet 
the standards. We need to examine potential coaches more thoroughly in the future’. 
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In light of the above information, it is clear that PC Richard Nie was handpicked to finish me off. This 
assertion is based on the following: 

• PC Nie had a proven track record of being a coach officer the OPP could rely on to negatively 
document in detail to justify a termination of employment, 

• PC Nie had exercised this malign skill of his to justify the termination of minority probationer Mr. 
Harry Allen Chase (Exhibit 48 and Exhibit 63), 

• I was deliberately placed on PC Nie’s shift since Sgt. Flindall had ‘lost the focus’ and they, being 
the next-door neighbors could easily confer together in order to get information from the 
opposite shift (while Platoon ‘B’ and Platoon ‘C’ worked days and nights, Platoon ‘A’ and Platoon 
‘D’ were off) and in this way the OPP had coverage on all platoons (though this may sound far-
fetched, consider my often repeated belief – a surreptitiously orchestrated plan was put in place 
to scrutinize my every move/action and document them in order to justify a forced termination), 

• PC Nie’s biasness towards me, 
• PC Nie’s lack of objectivity with me, 
• PC Nie’s belittling treatment of me, 
• PC Nie’s focus on the negative aspects of my performance – both real and fabricated, 
• PC Nie’s meticulousness in documenting my real and fabricated shortcomings over the following 

three months until my forced resignation. 

Aside from what I have mentioned I was being placed in the midst of a platoon that felt they were the 
laughing stock of the detachment because of me (‘these developments’ refer explicitly to me) and they had 
the hypocrisy to say that I was getting a clean and fresh start in the midst of this already poisoned work 
environment. 

 

How could one say that I would be given every chance to succeed if at the same time they were stating that 
everyone that I was going to be working with was not happy with me? In the opinionated environment of a 
policing profession I was already viewed as an “Undesirable”. According to Sgt. Postma his platoon (that I 
was soon to be working on) was the laughing stock because of me. There is simply no excuse for the 
prejudice directed at me. 

 


